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Abstract
A crowdsourcing approach for collecting high-quality speech
transcriptions is presented. The approach addresses typical
weakness of traditional semi-supervised transcription strategies
that show ASR hypotheses to transcribers to help them cope
with unclear or ambiguous audio and speed up transcriptions.
We explain how the traditional methods introduce bias into tran-
scriptions that make it difficult to objectively measure system
improvements against existing baselines, and suggest a two-
stage crowdsourcing alternative that, first, iteratively collects
transcription hypotheses and, then, asks a different crowd to
pick the best of them. We show that this alternative not only out-
performs the traditional method in a side-by-side comparison,
but it also leads to ASR improvements due to superior quality
of acoustic and language models trained on the transcribed data.
Index Terms: Unbiased speech transcription, crowdsourcing,
acoustic and language modeling

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a surge in speech recognition qual-
ity with automated systems coming close to, or even exceeding,
human performance on established benchmarks [1, 2, 3]. With
word error rates (WERs) so low, ability to measure them reli-
ably gains new importance. However, accurate transcription of
speech is difficult due to its highly ambiguous nature.

Using ASR results as hints to help guide transcription is
commonly practiced in the ASR industry for model develop-
ment and evaluation. On the other hand, our experiments
showed that transcribers tend to adopt the ASR result instead
of authoring a new transcription not just in truly ambiguous
cases but sometimes even when the ASR result is wrong. This
has two implications: first, inaccurate model evaluation due to
transcription bias towards ASR result generated by the current
production system; second, sub-optimal acoustic and language
models trained on erroneous transcriptions.

To address this issue, we propose an iterative two-stage
crowdsourcing strategy that takes advantage of the automated
system’s expertise while minimizing the bias. This is achieved
by only exposing ASR transcriptions in ambiguous cases and
blending them with other human-generated alternatives. The
approach is iterative and saves time and costs with a mechanism
that dynamically determines the number of opinions needed for
each utterance based on the perceived difficulty level. In a hu-
man side-by-side transcription quality comparison study, the
proposed transcription approach notably outperforms the tradi-
tional method. Furthermore, it leads to improved acoustic and
language models with 3-4% WER reduction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses transcription bias and its impact on ASR system evalua-
tion and model development; Sections 3 and 4 introduce and re-
fine the two-stage iterative crowdsourcing framework and Sec-
tion 5 describes experiments on subjective evaluation as well as

acoustic and language model training.

2. Transcription Bias
Manual transcriptions of speech are commonly used to train and
evaluate stochastic models for speech recognition. Speech sci-
entists like to act on the assumption that these transcriptions
are unconditionally trustworthy (and even dub them “gold ref-
erences”). Validity of this assumption is reasonable for certain
applications such as read texts with available references, but
in other scenarios such as third-party transcriptions of sponta-
neous speech or voice search queries, it is rather misconceived.
Indeed, human transcribers, and in particular unskilled crowd
judges, are prone to problems such as insufficient domain ex-
pertise (e.g. lacking familiarity with certain named entities) and
avoidable mistakes (e.g. typos). Besides, the task of third-party
transcriptions often grapples with true ambiguity (“call Chris”
or “call Kris”?) due to lacking discourse context and/or not
being able to get into the mind of the utterance originator. In
some cases, speakers could even have difficulties transcribing
their own speech (“you are right” or “you’re right”?).

By breaking such ties and offering transcription alterna-
tives that human transcribers might not have enough expertise
to guess on their own, ASR-assisted transcription setups reduce
transcription time and improve quality [4, 5]. However, we ar-
gue that such setups can misguide transcribers: by virtue of be-
ing primed with generally reliable hints, transcribers get habit-
uated to seeing correct ASR hypotheses and trust these more
than they actually deserve, especially when acoustic conditions
are adverse or homophone alternatives are possible. An anec-
dotal evidence collected internally illustrates the above prob-
lem. One member of our team was asked to listen to a large
number of voice-search queries and short messages accompa-
nied by ASR recognition hypotheses and select 100 clear and
unambiguous examples. After that, another team member was
asked to transcribe these without looking at the ASR results.
We then compared the results and observed that more than a
quarter of transcriptions had mismatches that we attributed to
the priming effect that ASR hypotheses exercised on the first
colleague. Not only does this evidence undermine our faith in
measured word error rates, the above semi-supervised approach
can be dangerously misleading when one tries to develop im-
proved ASR models and compare their accuracy against base-
lines, in case those baselines were used to assist transcribers.
Our experiments showed that under realistic conditions, while
testing new ASR deployment candidates, WER reductions of up
to 10% relative can be entirely masked by the transcriber bias
due to exposure to the baseline ASR’s recognition hypotheses.

In addition, in regard to transcribed training material, we
collected evidence that such bias could adversely affect the
quality of acoustic and language models trained on it, due to
reinforcement of certain recognition mistakes. Thus, we find
ourselves faced with the dilemma of choosing between bias and
domain expertise.



3. Two-stage Iterative Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing has been demonstrated to be an effective tool for
many annotation and transcription tasks [6, 7]. While various
manual and automatic techniques have been offered to improve
general quality [8, 9, 10, 11], the bias problem can be expected
to affect behavior of unskilled judges even more strongly than
professional transcribers. In order to enjoy the advantage of
having ASR in the loop without falling victim to the priming
bias, we have conceived a two stage transcription pipeline that,
for each utterance, first collects unassisted lexicalized transcrip-
tions from human judges and one or more ASR systems, and
then lets a different crowd select the best one from a random-
ized list of alternatives. Judges in each stage are supported by a
variety of tools from search engines with integrated spellers to
white lists and rule-based format- and syntax checkers.

Furthermore, to save costs, we do not ask for a fixed number
of judgments at once, but rather request one opinion at a time.
By comparing next opinion to the already available ones (in the
beginning, only one or several ASR hypotheses are available)
and measuring degree of disagreement among them, the deci-
sion is made as to how to proceed next for this utterance.

An illustration of the above algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
The pipeline starts by providing each of the utterances with
two or more alternative automatic recognition results (1). In
the spirit of [12], we prefer recognition setups that are different
from each other but of comparable quality. In practice, when de-
ciding whether to deploy a new ASR instead of the production
ASR, recognition hypotheses from both systems can be used.
During the first transcription stage, one judge at a time listens
to the audio and provides lexical transcription for it (2). Judges
are allowed (though not encouraged) to mark utterances as too
difficult to transcribe. If a reliable consensus regarding utter-
ance’s difficulty is achieved, the utterance is dismissed. As new
transcription hypotheses arrive for each utterance, we compile
them into a single cumulative distribution (3) assigning each
hypotheses h a probability p(h) derived from recognition con-
fidences (for ASR) and judge reliability estimates. We then look
at the value of this distribution’s normalized entropy

E(p) =
1

log J

∑
h

p(h) log p(h)

where J is the total number of judges so far, including ASR
systems. If this entropy is low E(p) < θ1, then the highest
probability hypothesis in the set is promoted to be the sole out-
put of the system (4a). If the entropy is high E(p) > θ2 but
the maximum number of iteration (we set it to 5) has not yet
been exceeded, next iteration for this utterance is initiated (4c).
Otherwise, the collected hypotheses (automatic and human gen-
erated) are ranked by their probabilities and theN highest scor-
ing of them passed to the second stage for selection (4b). An
even smaller subset of the N ′ ≤ N highest scoring hypothe-
ses, along with the corresponding probabilities, is used to seed
the distribution of transcription alternatives for this stage. We
now ask one judge (of the second crowd) at a time to listen to
the audio and pick the best of the listed alternative transcription
hypotheses (5) or even provide a new one, if deemed necessary.
The normalized entropy of the obtained cumulative distribution
(6) is, again, used to decide how to proceed. In this scenario,
the possible outcomes are: to continue with iterations (7b) or to
accept one or several highest-scoring transcription hypotheses
as the final outcome (7a) along with the associated weights as
measures of their reliability. Note that at all times, the order in
which alternatives are shown to the judges in the second stage

is randomized to avoid bias towards the first item on the list due
to limited attention span. A number of heuristics is employed to
make decisions more plausible. For instance, we require that no
hypothesis is returned unless at least one human judge produced
it in the first stage or selected it in the second stage. Thresholds
θi were set empirically: θ1 = 0.2 and θ2 = 0.3.

4. Scoring Hypotheses and Judges
The algorithm above relies on probability distributions for tran-
scription hypotheses in the presence of other alternatives. In-
strumental in producing these distributions are ratings of in-
dividual judges that are accumulated and normalized into hy-
potheses’ posteriors. Specifically, if we denote the momentary
rating of judge j as R(j), posterior probability of hypothesis h
can be computed as:

p(h) =

∑
j:hj=hR(j)∑

j R(j)

For the ASR “judges”, this rating is just the normalized recogni-
tion confidence. For human judges, ratings are based on several
factors such as judge’s prior rating before the current transcrip-
tion job and his agreement with peers. Specifically for the first
stage, let #t(j) be the number of hypotheses that judge j has
provided for a given corpus by the end of iteration t. Further-
more, let Mt(j) be the number of utterances for which j’s tran-
scription hypotheses agreed with the majority of participating
judges, and St(j) the number of utterances for which no other
judge provided the same hypothesis as judge j, but there was
another hypothesis that a majority of judges agreed upon. Then,
j’s rating Qt(j) based on the corpus at hand can be updated as:

Qt(j) =
#t(j) +Mt(j)− St(j)

2#t(j)

and the overall rating Rt(j) after t iterations is obtained via
interpolation with prior rating P (j):

Rt(j) = λtQt(j) + (1− λt)P (j)

where interpolation coefficient is assumed to be a function of
x := #t(j) and its fraction to the number of prior judgments
that P (j) was based on y := #t(j)/#(j):

λt = k1 ∗
(

1

1 + e−k2x
− 0.5

)(
1

1 + e−k3y
− 0.5

)
with empirically set constants: k1 = 2.5, k2 = 0.1, k3 = 2. In
addition, for judges of the first stage, the rating P (j) is updated
usingRT (j) (T being the last iteration of the first stage) but also
by taking into account the support that his hypotheses received
from judges of the second stage. Apart from that last nuance,
ratings of second stage judges are computed similarly.

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Experimental Setup

All of our experiments have been conducted on spoken utter-
ances from the Microsoft Cortana scenario, covering a wide
range of domains and topics from chit-chat and voice search
to command-and-control and short message dictation. Each ut-
terance has been transcribed twice: once by a randomly selected
single professional transcriber with direct access to ASR recog-
nition hypothesis (baseline), and the other time using the tran-
scription method described in Sections 3 and 4 leveraging large



Figure 1: Iterative two-stage crowd-transcription pipeline.

crowds of unskilled judges. For the purpose of the investiga-
tions in this paper, we only focused on the single highest scor-
ing transcription hypothesis for each utterance produced by the
second pipeline. Crowd transcriptions have been carried out
using Microsoft UHRS crowdsourcing platform [13]. The plat-
form supports – and our method benefited from – the standard
set of quality control measures ranging from qualification tests
to occasional probes with and without feedback to the judges.

We ran two groups of evaluation experiments to see whether
our transcription pipeline achieves its goal of producing high fi-
delity, unbiased lexical transcriptions. In the first set of exper-
iments, we looked at plausibility of the obtained transcriptions
from three perspectives: asking human experts to pick the better
of the two, probing for bias and correlating WERs against the
transcriptions to human assessment of recognition results. A
small corpus of 1940 Cortana utterances was randomly selected
for this purpose.

The second set of experiments investigated the effect of our
transcription pipeline on the quality of language and acoustic
models trained on it. For this purpose, we have put together
a pair of training/test corpora of 130K/8872 utterances tran-
scribed with either the standard transcription pipeline (S1 base-
line) or the proposed new transcription pipeline (C2). We would
train our language and/or acoustic models either on S1-TRAIN
or C2-TRAIN and evaluate them on S1-TEST or C2-TEST.

5.2. Subjective Evaluation

For a subjective comparison of the two competing transcrip-
tion pipelines we first focused on the 232 of the 1940 utterances
(about 12%) that the pipelines produced different results for.
An independent group of professional transcribers was asked to
perform blind side-by-side comparison and select the best of the
two alternatives given audio. In the end, 50% of cases were re-
solved in favor of the crowdsourcing approach, 36% in favor of
the legacy pipeline (adjusted to compensate for automatic data
normalization artifacts discovered after the fact), and the rest
was deemed of equal quality.

The idea behind our next experiment was that reliable WER
estimates would correlate more strongly with perceived recog-
nition quality. To see if this holds in our case, we took recog-
nition results from two ASR systems that were used to seed
the crowdsourcing pipeline as explained in step (1) of the al-
gorithm. Their recognition hypotheses were then evaluated
side-by-side by several language experts whose task was to as-
sess whether one ASR’s hypothesis was much better, some-
what better or about the same as the other. The per-utterance
verdicts were converted to numbers (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2) and cor-
related with the pairwise differences of per-utterance WERs

measured against transcriptions of either the baseline or sug-
gested transcription pipeline. On the 496 utterances for which
the two ASRs disagreed with each other, the crowdsourcing ap-
proach produced Pearson coefficient of 0.76, whereas the base-
line pipeline’s number was 0.68.

We then looked at the absolute corpus-level WER numbers
according to the two transcription methods. For the ASR system
that was not used to assist S1-transcribers, WER numbers for
both transcription pipelines exhibited an impressive agreement
(11.38% vs 11.34%). However, for the (better quality) ASR
that was used to assist these transcribers, we observed a signif-
icant WER difference: 8.4% against the baseline transcriptions
and 9.4% against transcriptions of the crowdsourcing pipeline.
Amounting to more than 10% relative, this difference quantifies
the effect of priming bias and illustrates how it is eliminated in
our new transcription framework.

Having observed how a crowd of unskilled workers might
produce more reliable transcriptions than a single professional
transcriber, we naturally inquired how a professional crowd
would perform with our pipeline. Somewhat surprisingly, we
have observed in a series of preliminary experiments that only
an insignificant reduction in the total number of required tran-
scriptions could be achieved. However, the measured WER of a
number of ASRs was lower by about 4% relative. In the absence
of bias, this is an indirect indicator that crowds of professionals,
though more expensive, are capable of providing even better
reference transcriptions.

5.3. Effect on Language Model Training

To measure the impact of the proposed transcriptions on lan-
guage model (LM) training, we trained a pair of 4-gram Kneser-
Ney LMs on both versions of the 130K utterance training set:
one with the single-opinion professional baseline transcriptions
(S1-TRAIN) and the other one with our proposed two-stage
crowdsourcing transcriptions (C2-TRAIN). It is understood that
by current industry standards,130K utterances (corresponding
to 70 hours of audio) is a fairly small training set. Nonetheless,
this setup still allows us to perceive the generalizable trend.

Each of these LMs was combined with a pre-trained
production-quality acoustic model (AM) to form two compet-
ing ASR systems. We evaluated them on the 8872 utterance test
set either according to S1-TEST or C2-TEST. Table 1 presents
the WER comparison results.

While training an LM on unbiased transcriptions has little
effect on the S1-TEST set, testing on C2-TEST appears to give
the unbiased transcriptions about 4.2% advantage. Since, fol-
lowing conclusions in Section 5.2, C2 test set can be considered
more reliable, we conjecture that our new transcription pipeline



Table 1: Effect of transcription method on LM training mea-
sured in relative WER(%).

S1-TEST C2-TEST

S1-TRAIN 14.27 14.79
C2-TRAIN 14.24 14.17
WER reduction 0.2 4.2

is also advantageous from the LM training point of view. As
for the overall smaller WERs measured on the S1-TEST set, our
analysis showed that direct exposure to ASR results in the base-
line pipeline was, yet again, the primary cause for the differ-
ence. However, note that the bias is significantly smaller in this
setup, because transcribers saw recognition results of an ASR
using the same AM as in these experiments, but not the LM.

5.4. Effect on Acoustic Model Training

A similar study was then conducted to understand the impact
of the proposed transcription on AM training. A pair of long-
short term memory acoustic models (LSTM) [14] was trained
using the S1-TRAIN and C2-TRAIN versions of the same train-
ing set of 130K utterances and corresponding audio (70 hours).
We bootstrapped the training with the cross-entropy criterion
(CE) and then proceeded to sequence training (SEQ). Similarly,
each of these LSTM AMs was used together with a pre-trained
production-quality LM to form two competing ASR systems.

As before, we evaluated these systems on S1-TEST and C2-
TEST. Table 2 presents the WER comparison results. Results on
both cross-entropy LSTM and sequence LSTM models are pre-
sented. Our conclusions are the following: The AMs trained
on the unbiased transcriptions (C2-TRAIN) consistently outper-
form the corresponding AMs trained on the baseline transcrip-
tions (S1-TRAIN) no matter whether they are tested on C2-
TEST or S1-TEST. The LSTM trained on C2-TRAIN yields
3.75% and 5.83% WER reduction for cross entropy and se-
quence training respectively. This agrees with our earlier study
which showed that SEQ training is more sensitive to transcrip-
tion errors and therefore can potentially benefit more from
improved transcription quality [15]. Furthermore, we experi-
mented on other AM types, such as fully connected deep neu-
ral network acoustic models, and observed similarly expected
trends [16].

Table 2: Effect of transcription method on AM training mea-
sured in relative WER(%).

S1-TEST C2-TEST

S1-TRAIN (CE) 15.21 16.43
C2-TRAIN (CE) 14.95 15.81
WER reduction (CE) 1.74 3.75
S1-TRAIN (SEQ) 14.44 15.78
C2-TRAIN (SEQ) 14.17 14.86
WER reduction (SEQ) 1.88 5.83

5.5. Effect on ASR system

Finally, we wanted to see how much improvement can be
achieved when both, acoustic and language models are trained
with the proposed unbiased crowdsourced transcriptions. To
that objective, we compared two ASR systems with both mod-
els trained either on S1-TRAIN or on C2-TRAIN. It should be

noted that the setup of this experiment is different from Sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.4 in that neither acoustic nor language models
are of production quality anymore, but are trained on 130K ut-
terances, thus leading to less accurate outcomes. In that combi-
nation, the WER drops from 20.75% for the S1-TRAIN baseline
to 20.13% for the models trained on C2-TRAIN, as measured on
C2-TEST. There is no change on the less reliable S1-TEST.

6. Discussion
The presented results suggest that the two-stage iterative crowd-
sourcing transcription pipeline not only eliminates transcriber
bias but also delivers superior quality training material despite
relying on unskilled crowd. Nonetheless, the above investiga-
tions are likely to raise more questions than they provide an-
swers. For instance, it is not entirely clear how much of the
advantage will be preserved as the size of the training material
increases several orders of magnitude, as is nowadays common
for most industrial grade acoustic and language models.

We are also painfully aware of the heuristic nature of our
methods used to define posterior probabilities of competing
transcription hypotheses and update judge ratings. While the
presented methods appear to work well in practice, we are con-
vinced that better and theoretically cleaner alternatives can be
devised, such as Bayesian models for judge modeling [17].
Even more important, in our opinion, is optimizing decision
policy regarding the next step once a new transcription has been
received for an utterance. As of now, for the Cortana domain,
an average of 2.5 opinions (in both stages together) is collected
for each utterance, which makes it slightly more expensive than
professional single-opinion transcriptions. By optimizing this
policy we expect to not only reduce noise in the final output
but also lower the number of transcription rounds, making the
entire process cheaper.

Finally, one could point out that the two compared tran-
scription pipelines produce different numbers of transcriptions
due to dismissal of different audio. However, we did run exper-
iments that have shown that this difference (which amounts to
a bit more than 1% of all utterances) did not have a significant
effect on the results.

7. Future Work and Conclusion
We have identified an important shortcoming of common
ASR-assisted transcription methods, namely transcription bias
through exposure to ASR recognition hypotheses. It was shown
that this bias can account for around 10% of the measured error
rates and mask improvements by alternative ASR systems. A
two-stage iterative crowdsourcing approach was then proposed
that solves the above problem while producing high quality in-
expensive transcriptions. These transcriptions are not only pre-
ferred to the standard transcriptions by language experts, they
also exhibit better correlation with other quality metrics. Fur-
thermore, it was demonstrated that using transcription obtained
with the new pipeline for training of language and acoustic
models resulted in higher recognition accuracy. The improve-
ments were moderate but consistent and statistically significant.
While only highest scoring transcription hypotheses were used
for this training, our next step is to investigate how pluralities of
weighted transcription alternatives from the crowd can be used
for that purpose. Indeed, we expect an effect similar to im-
provements observed for training on recognition lattices [18].
Finally, by focusing on the decision making policy we hope to
reduce transcription costs without affecting its accuracy.
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